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Serenity isn't freedom
from the storm, but
peace within the storm
-Unkmwn

''

icked Wmds ofWilma
lynn Takes Boca Blow
Hurricane Wima came roaring out of the west with wind
speeds reaching triple digits, and Palm Beach County took
the brunt of the blow as the storm moved across the state.
Boca Raton was hit particularly hard, and LU suffered
considerable damage. One hundred and ten trees a were
blown away, and the lights didn't come back on until Halloween.
But the campus was safe and secure for students "Lost" at
Lynn, and we're back now.
Nothing can keep a Fighting Knight down, and as classes resume, here's a look at what the storm-tossed camous
looked like.
For safety and security while campus restoration continues,
entrance to the campus is currently restricted to employees
and students. Please carry your !.D. for identification purposes at the gates. Employees who are expecting students
for meetings or work must e-mail their names to security
in advance.•

· Stone-Age Mom
he Perfect Paleo-Housekeeper
The Flintstones, which began in the 1960s, was the longest
running cartoon television show of the 1970s and 80s with
166 episodes, and has been surpassed only by "The Simpsons" in the 1990s.
The show offered a Stone Age family, headed by the loud but lovable Fred
Flintstone and his wife, Wilma.
But the name Wilma no longer represents
a cartoon character to those of us suffering the effects of the hurricane that bears
her name.•

Counseling Center Helps
Getting Back Into The Routine
The staff of the Counseling Center welcomes back all
students. We sincerely hope you and your family made it
through the hurricane with minimal loss and/or inconvenience.
Re-acclirnating to university life can be stressful. It is important to regain structure and routine in your life. The
Counseling Center can offer assistance in dealing with
stress and developing healthy coping skills.
We are open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the EM Lynn Residence Center, Office of Student Services.
Please call ext. 7237, come in for an appointment, or visit
our web site at http://www.lynn.edu/counseling for more
information. •

Wrecks City and Wreaks Havoc
South Florida Students and Residents React
II\ 1!!11\.ln' H1.d<>" ·''

"Went borne to .Jemey."

"Went to Buffalo, NY."

"Went to Delray to stay
with my parents."
-Christie Bernard, Sophomore

"Went to South Beach and
then Pittsburgh."
-Frank Marcelin, Senior

"Took a trip to NYC and
then Orlando."
-Brad Robinson, Sophomore

"Went to Disney World in
Orlando."
-David Hunter, Senior

On October 24, 2005 ev- "Almost all the trees in my
eryone expected Hurricane neighborhood were up-rootWilma's arrival, but no one ed and one of which fell on
expected the results South a car and blocked in a neighFlorida now faces.
bor of mine in his apartment.
He had to cut his way down
With recorded winds of 125 with a chainsaw."
mph in West Palm Beach
alone, according to the Na- After all this chaos, students
tional Hurricane Center, were encouraged to leave
Wilma left an impact on the area and return home,
South Florida so devastat- many of which jumped on
ing that no one could have the chance to get out of the
predicted the extensive situation.
damage.
Now, returning students and
Due to three main power other residents of Boca are
grids that went down due to left to witness the aftermath
the storm, Lynn University of Wilma.
classes were cancelled for
two weeks, leaving students FPL states that more than
wondering what this means 75% of power has been refor the fall semester.
stored, and those left without power could go until
According to Professor Nick November 22nd until their
Ravos' announcement in lights get turned on again.
class Monday, there will be
no extension to the semes- The curfews have been liftter; however, teachers have ed by the county; however,
been encouraged to assign there are still several trafmake-up work to regain for fic lights down in the area,
especially on Federal Highlost time in the classroom.
way, and many on Military
As for the rest of South Trail as well.
Florida, Hurricane Wilma
caused over 6 million peo- Dozens of trees and debris
ple to be without power, and still sit along the roads and
Florida Power and Light walkways, and repairs on
began issuing statements building roofs and commuthat it could be up to four nities continue.
weeks until full power was
Most of the local restaurants
restored.
and supermarkets are now
Traffic lights also took a up and running, as well as
beating with over 2,600 gas stations in the area.
traffic lights down and
only a hand full working With one month remaining
throughout the entire South in this year's hurricane seaFlorida region, according son, there is only hope that
to the Palm Beach Post. On this month's forecast will be
Wednesday, October 26, clear of any more devastatBoca Raton was issued a ing hurricanes. •
boil water alert.
"During the storm, my sliding glass doors were buckling inward from the winds.
I never anticipated Wilma to
be that strong," says George
Brandner, a senior who lives
off of Boca Raton Blvd. in
Boca Raton.

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at:
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Photos of Hurricane Wilma ~· taken by Brittany Bialowas in Boca Raton.
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On Campus
Coffee ID the Courtyard
Wheu: 8:4S am- 10:00 am
Where: SbDDCaaautyad
What: Caribbean Culture

STARMeetiq
When: 4:30pm
Where: CounseliDg Center

Nlcdle

I awoke early during the
hurricane and stepped into a
puddle of dirty water.
Tree branches were viciously whooshing against
tbe dorm windows, and the
powerful winds broke the
air conditioner, now a chainage pipe, for my dorm.
For the next two days I lived
"ColoDial style" using a candle as my source of light
When I walked outside I saw
tbe wreckage that was our
school. FaDen trees, parts of
buildinp, and smashed cars
were all arolllld.
Two days after the storm,
the school announced we
would be without power for
up to two weeks, and so I
packed up and beaded out
My friend bad a cat we
couldn't leave behind, so we
smuggled it OD our flight.
This experience showed me
that preparing for a storm is
of diR importance. It also
took a hurricane to show me
Elysia '''"no""'""
bow dehumanized we bave
As
Hurricane
Wilma become by technology.•
whipped towards Boca Raton, I was awoken by the
cries of fierce winds outside
my bedroom window.
I turned OD the news and
calledmymomrigbtaway to
check in. The news showed
that the area was getting bit
hard, and we badn 't even
David Hunter
gotten the worst yet.
Ten minutes later my power I was very frightened during
went out and I bung up the Hurricane Wilma as it was
phone to watch plants and the first hurricane I went
debris tly by with my room- through. I decided to stay
mates.
home at the last minute to
When I looked in my *k- be with my friends.
groUDd and folllld that it bad I bad a hurricane party with
been completely destroyed. some friends. Soon after
Trees bad fallen down, my they urived we lost both
fence was gone, and my power and water, leaving
back door was in my pool.
me unable to take a shower.
After a few days of eating After two days without pownotbin& by chips and dry ce- er, my friends and I decided
real, I booked tbe first flight to go to Orlando. We went
back to my home in Hous- to all of the theme parks and
ton, Texas.•
bad a great time.•

As the hurricane bit, my
LEADS Seuion
roommates and I were all
Wheu: 7:00pm
awoken by its loud noise.
Where: Christine Room
I watched through my patio
window as Wilma bit Boca.
Media Schedule My roommates and I were
lucky enough to be left with
On Campus
only miDimal damage.
Kmght Radio Schedule My home was without pow7lBoe lit to FM96.1 or Cltamw/76 er for nearly two weeks.
Fortunately I was able to get
Frederick Dabdouub
a bold of my ex-boyfriend
When: II :00 am
who booked flights home
for my roommates and I.
Matthew Catbaella
We urived at the aiJport on
When: 1:00pm
Wednesday ODly to find out
A. Bowen & J. JIDbbiaa
that it was closed. ThankfulWhen: 3:00pm
ly, we were able to reschedule tligbts for the next day.
Brandon Akerman
It was very Dice to get home
When: S:OO pm
to hot water and power.•

D. Green & N1qay Jolmloa
When: 6:00pm
DJRavt
Wheu: 7:00pm

H. Usulrumab & B. Burna
When: 9:00pm

H you bave a radio show
and would like to submit
the name and/or genre of
your show, please e-mail
ipulle@l)'llllunivenity.net.

Student Safety
Safe Drinking Tips
*Eat before you drink.
*Drink slowly and space
drinks funher apart.
• Alternate alcoholic drinks
with DOD-alcoholic drinks.
*Set a drinking limit
*Drinking games and chugging p~ a b.i&her risk
for alcohol poisoning.
*Do DOt get iota a car wi!h a
driver who has been driokiDg.
*Call Safe Ride 1-800-6756349. The life you save may
be your own! •

stu-a

Check tomorrow's iPulse

for more
dents' storm

stories.

,

I awoke to howling winds
Monday momin& and was
afraid tbat parts of South
Florida might be destroyed.
I badn't prepared for the
hurricane and wasn't ready
to face the aftermath.
The lack of gasoline left me
stranded for days. The airports weren't open for days,
so eacaping Wilma's •
struction wasn't an option.
On Thuraday I was finally
able to tly home, where I
spent the next week.
I checked tbe L)'llll and FPL
web sites for updates until
I received news that power
bad been restored.
I am thrilled to be back in
South Florida. •

.,

Michael

Being from Arizona, I bad
never seen a natural disaster as horrifically beautiful
as this. My first hurricane,
Frances, was ootbiDg compared to Wilma.
I awoke to tbe thunderous
winds and no electricity. I
kept in contact with my father to receive updates on
the duration of the storm.
As Wilma made her way into
the Atlantic, I took a lonely
drive aroUDd the city to find
that it looked as if a bomb
bad exploded. I then called
my fiunily and friends to
make sure everyone was all
right
I left home the day after the
storm and beat the zoo of
people tleeing to Orlando
in search of electricity and
food.
Wilma was severely underestimated, and we paid for
our lack of preparation. •
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I was not prepared for the
severity of Wilma. Until I
saw the damage with my
own eyes, I thought that it
would be a quick recovery
for Boca Rstoo and the university.
I stayed at the university and
watched most students leave
home within a few days. For
those that stayed behind,
time was spent banging out
with each other outside.
This experience made me
realize how much I depend
on electricity, and how boring life il without our common luxuries. •

Because Wilma was such
a slow-moving storm, I
thought its strength would
dwindle down. I was wrong.
Hurricane Wilma's winds
began to cause tbe windows
at tbe apartment to buckle
in. At this point I began to
panic.
Being from Ohio, I bad never seen anything like this
storm. It was unreal to be at
the mercy of a hurricane.
In the middle of the hurricane was a strange calm.
My parents told me this was
the eye of the storm, which
worried me because of the
strength of tail end winds.
Luckily tbe storm left our
windows in tact.
After the hurricane the
sights were unbelievable:
cars under trees, tloodiDg,
brken windshields, faUen
traffic lights, and telephone
poles snapped in half. The
experience was overwhelming, and I left as soon as I
could to go home to Ohio.•
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WCII'Ilell's Soccer Lcwa
Teem Fdls 1.0 in OTto BarY
By Sara Quatt;od'Y
,
capturing the program's first-ever Sunshine
State Conference regular season and tournament
championships last season,
the Lynn University men's
basketball team has been
chosen as the preseason favorite to win the 200S-06
sse championship.

Lynn Volleyball Drops a
Thriller to Nova; Knobeloch
Notches Career-High Kills
Sara Quatrocky
Junior Deirdre Knobeloch's
career-high I 0 kills wasn't
enough last Thursday as the
Lynn volleyball team fell to
Sunshine State Conference
foe Nova Southeastern by
the score of3-2.
After getting off to a hot
start, the Fighting Knights
(8-1 0, 3-6) won the first
game 30-18 before falling
in the second game 30-18 to
the Sharks (S-IS, 1-9).
Nova snuck by in game
three with a 32-30 win before the Knights evened
up the match with a 33-31
game four victory. Game
five saw the Sharks pull out
the 16-14 win.
Knobeloch's
career-high
kill performance was also
accompanied by nine digs.
Melissa Roberts tied her
career-high with nine kills.
Joining her in double-digit
kills, junior Larissa Witherspoon put together her 12thstraight double-double with
a game-high 24 kills and 18
digs.
Senior Theresa Daniels recorded her team-leading
13th double-double with
21 kills and II digs. Senior
setter Jessica Woodby commanding the floor for the
Knights, dishing up 66 assists and six digs.
Friday's game proved disappointing as the Lynn University volleyball team continued its struggles, losing
to Barry University in the
Sunshine State Conference
by the score of 3-{).

The Buccaneers (I S-8, 82) swept the match and the
season series with scores of
30-21, 30-27 and 30-2S as
the Fighting Knights lost
their seventh consecutive
contest.
Freshman Erin Lyngse lead
the way for Lynn with a
team-high 12 kills, finishing
the match with a .346 attack
percentage.
The Knights put together
their lowest offensive numbers of the season, ending
the match with a season-low
3S kills.
Joining Lyngse in doubledigit kills, junior Larissa
Witherspoon finished the
night with I 0 kills. She
has now had a team-high
13 consecutive double-digit
kill performances.
Defensively, the Knights
were led by freshman libero
Christie Schade who collected a team-high 12 digs
in just her second match
back from a knee injury that
had her sidelined for five
outings.
Leading the way for the
Bucs, Samara de Freitas had
a game-high IS kills on 22
attempts, finishing the game
with a game-high .636 hitting percentage. •

national semifinals after
knocking off No. I Findlay
in the opening round of the
Elite Eight.

The women's soccer team
Iostto Barry )..{)in overtime
and the Blue and White said
goodbye to seven seniors.

McMillin, the 2004-0S
SSC Coach of the Year and
NABC South Region Coach
of the Year, returns five
players, including two start·
ers from his national semifiThe preseason polls were nal squad of a year ago.
released today by Commissioner Michael J. Marcil in Second teamAII-SSC selecthe Orlando-based office. tion James Cage (14.1 ppg,
The Fighting Knights, who 3. 8 rpg) returns with high
advanced to the NCAA Di- expectations for his senior
vision II Elite Eight a sea- campaign, as he was recentson ago, received nine out ly named Lynn's first-ever
of a possible 18 first-place preseason All-America by
votes as the voting was con- Street & Smith Magazine.
ducted among the league's Senior captain
head coaches and sports in·
Marcus Hayes(! 0.9 ppg, 4. 7
formation directors.
rpg) returns to the starting
"We are honored to be lineup after being the only
picked first in the preseason Fighting Knight to start all
poll and this is a direct re- 3S games a year ago, capflection of the success we ping off his junior season
enjoyed last season," Head as the Most Outstanding
Coach Scott McMillin said, Player in the NCAA South
who returns for his third Region Tournament. •
season at the helm of the
Knights.

Lynn closes out the season
9-9 overall and 4-4 in the
Sunshine State Conference.

"However, we are very
aware that we have a long,
difficult road in front of us
and we look forward to the
upcoming season and the
challenges that lie ahead."
Last season, the Knights
posted a 29-6 overall record
which proved to be the most
wins in program history.
After clinching their league
titles, the Knights went on
to claim the NCAA South

"We were down to 14 players but we had a simple
game plan that our players
stuck to well," said head
coach Rocky Orezzoli.
"We did a good job ofkeeping their big time chances
to a minimum, Jen [Shropshire] played a great game
and we countered and created chances of our own."
Two and a half minutes into
overtime, Emelie Karlsson
slipped her shot just under
Shropshire for the gamewinning goal.
"I really wanted us to win
today because it was our seniors last game," said Shropshire, who went S-4-0 overall with a I.SO goals-against
average and two shutouts
this season. "Barry has
a great team and they got
some good shots off. Becca
[McCray] probably saved as
many shots as I did but it's
tough because I was getting
into the groove at the end of
the season. Hopefully this
kind of performance can
carry over to next season."
Nine different Knights
players set personal career
records this season while
Shropshire's 61 saves this
season is the fifth most in
program history. •

Calendar

Your

On Campus

Poetry Coffee House
When: 6:30 pm
Where: Knights Court
Who: Wiii"Da Real One" Bell

·

Hunicane Wilma

Students Speak Out About Their Experiences
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International Affairs Society Meeting
When: 5:30pm
Where: EM Lynn, 5th Floor
Welcome Back BBQ
When: Lunch
Where: Cafeteria

,Media Schedule

Chapin Durling fled Boca
Raton when Hurricane Wilrna hit South Florida.

On Campus
Knight Radio Schedule
Twoe ;,. to FM96.1 or Clranne/76

He went back to his home in
New Jersey after a very cbaotic time at the airport. •

S. Rivers & C. Aylestoek
When: 7:30am

Aaron Appel
When: 3:00 pm
Jessica Bernstein
When: 4:30pm

J. Weiss & Megan
When: 8:00 pm
The Knight Dance Mix
w/ Dan "DC., Cella and Rob Bellouo

When: 9:00pm

When she looked out the
window, she was shocked
to see "about 20 trees on the
ground, cars smashed, and
power lines everywhere."
Coucb was unable to drive
anywhere due to the debris
in the road for days.

D'Jenice Watson
When: II :00 am

Huster Baurenherick
When: 7:00pm

VirginiaCouchspentthehurricane at a friend's house.

Hurricane Wilma was the
second hurricane that Rob
Sandler had experienced.
Deciding that he could not
Jive without power, he fled
to Ocala a few days after
Wilma hit.•

Couch and her friend were
lucky enough to contact
Couch's father who bought
them plane tickets home fur
Thursday.

"I would've made sure all
of my friends had gasoline."
-Brett Thaler, Junior

"This was my first hurricane, and I had no idea it
could do this much damage
to a town," said Couch. •
"I would have had a bigger "I would have gone home
before the hurricane."
hurricane party."
-Nelson Lewis, Senior
-Christina Campione, Senior
Aoporlwl&y s,..;a Sulherland

If you have a radio show
and would like to submit
the name and/or genre of
your show, please e-mail
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

TickenoiJ stayed at a
friend's bouse for the storm.
"Everyone was swprised
at how pnwerful the winds
were."'

AkoholaiAmnymousMedmg

An Alcoholics Anonymous group will be forming on campus.
Interested students should
the Counseling Center,
phone 561-237-7468 or

e-mail gdecina@lynn.edu.
All inquiries will be held
in confidence. •
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Dan Rochford decided that
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Marcela Lacayo new the
hurricane was going to be
serious. As Wilma's strength
increased over the Gulf,
Lacayo decided to leave.

he didn't want to go through
a hurricane and fled to New
Jersey before Hurricane
Wilma touched land. There When Lacayo found out that
he endured cold weather the electricity might not be
and played golf. •
restored for weeks, sbe travelled home to Nicaragua.
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"I would have done a lot
more laundry."
-Brittany Rudich, Sophomore
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Tommy Tickenoff didn't expect the hurricane to damage the area., and said ~t
year I had a great time witb
my friends during the hurricane season, I figured this
year wouldn't be much different"

Tickenoff was shocked
when the power went out
He stated, "No one thought
it was going to be that bad.
All of us were taken back
by what we saw through tbe
windows."
Tickenoffwas pleased with
the time oil from school,
but is still shocked about all
of the damage that the hurricane caused.

Lacayo said she never expeeled the experience to last
tw
ks -1 th ugh th
o wee .
o
t at
by Tuesday we would be
back in classes, but the days
went by and still nothing

tbe shutters banging on the
windows and that was when
1 realize the hurricane was

"The damages was unreal. I
couldn't believe all the uprooted trees. I'd never seen

[changed]."•

here."

anything like it "•
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Bucs Bash Knights

VaneytilJI'IDiDDjil:i
Lady Knights Win 3-2

Men's Soccer Falls 3-2 to Barry

By Sara Quatrocky

By Chad M. Beattie

W'ddcats Slash Knights
Basketball Team Loses 78-66
By Sara Quatrocky
In the next five minutes, the
Wildcats strung together a
13-5 run, stretching their
lead, 59-46.

Junior Melissa Roberts
knocked down a career-high
17 kills leading Lynn volleyball's comeback against
SSC rival Florida Tech.
1

1

Lynn's eighth-ranked men's
soccer team lost 3-2 to Barry
Saturday, their first at-home
loss to the Bucs for the first
time since 1999.
Lee Porter scored his eighth
goal of the season with four
minutes left, but the Knights
could not come back and
fell to 13-2-0 overall and 62-0 in the conference.
David Benn set up the
Knights' second goal with
a long free kick, launching
the ball from mid-way in his
zone to Barry's far post.
Porter, who's been on an
offensive tear over the past
eight games with seven
goals and seven assists, beat
the Bucs defensive wall and
easily made contact on the
header for the goal, cutting
the lead to 3-2.
The Blue and White dominated (10-5-1, 4-3-1) in the
first half, holding the Bucs
without a shot. But BU
notched two quick ones and
scored in the second hal f.

In the 53rd minute, Barry's
Patrick Miller chest-trapped
a long pass that the Knights
defense claimed was a hand
ball, but Miller quickly continued, beat a defender, and
fired to the lower right corner to put his team up 1-0.
Urgency crept over LU as
the home team consistently
pushed forward. The lack
of defenders in their own
zone led to Barry's second
goal in the 71st minute.
Jason Wiles sent a through
-ball up the middle of the
Knights' defense.
Lee Yakubowich collected
the pass and beat Liam Bull
one~n-one to the lower left
comer, puttingt BU up 2-0.

Lee Paul Scroggins pulled
his team to within one, a
minute later.
Kenneth Viquez sent a low
cross from the left wing just
inside the top of the box.
Scroggins trapped the pass,
spun and fired the shot to
the left of keeper Chris Rich
for his 13th goal of the season.
Less than two minutes later
the Knights' defense broke
down again and Yakubowich lofted the ball into
the right comer of the Lynn
zone.
Mirza Halilbasic cut inside
and sent a cross over the box
to Emmanuel Miranda who
took his time and converted
on his shot from inside the
top left comer of the box for
the game-winner. •

Shooting just 24 percent in
the second half, the Knights
failed to come back down
the home stretch.

The Knights claimed the
victory by the score of 32 after falling behind 0-2
as the Panthers won both
games one and two by the
score of 31-29.
The Knights (10-11, 5-7)
put together a 32-30 win
in the third set before fully
taking control in game four
with a 30-23 victory to knot
up the match. The Knights
took down the Panthers in
the fifth game 15-6.
Roberts collected 16 digs
for the Knights' defense,
and senior setter Jessica
Woodby dished up 63 assists while joining Roberts
with I 0 digs.
Senior Theresa Daniels finished the game with a gamehigh 23 kills.

Lynn finished with a 37.9
shooting percentage and the
Wildcats edged them with a
45.2 percentage.

Marcus Hayes' team-high
23 points wasn't enough as
the Lynn lost to Division I
Bethune-Cookman, 78-66
its first exhibition game of
the season.
The Knights were led by the
senior swingman's 8-of-15
shooting from the field, including a 4-for-7 mark from
the 3-point-arch.

The Knights battled in the
Freshman libero Christie opening half as Wildcats
Schade ended the thriller jumped out to a 12-point
with a game-high 27 digs. lead. Hayes connected on a
Junior Carissa Erath led the layup to start a 7-0 run.
Knights with five defensive
Lynn cut the Wildcats 39blocks and five kills.
37 at the break on a jumper
Freshman Erin Lyngse add- from junior Jasper McDufed 14 kills, while finishing fus and a 3-pointer from
with a team-high .393 hit- Hayes in the final 30 secting percentage and down- onds of the half.
ing three blocks. •
Bethune-Cookman
extended the lead to 6 before
McDuffus connected on two
free-throws with 17:24 remaining, pushing the score,
45-41.

In the next five minutes, the
Wildcats strung together a
13-5 run, stretching their
lead, 59-46.

Preseason
All-American
James Cage returned to the
floor for the Knights in his
senior campaign, knocking
down 15 points and dishing
out 4 assists.
McDuffus finished
his
first game for the Blue and
White with 12 points and 5
boards.
Newcomer junior Andrew
Smith dropped in 7, grabbed
6 rebounds and 4 assists.
The Knights return to action
for the season opener on
Nov. 15 against Palm Beach
Atlantic on their home
court.•
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Things I Can't Live Without

Student Story

Fashion Files
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Wilma Experience

That's Hot.
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Knights Ia tbe Community
Wben: I :00 pm
Wbere: OSACon1i:rcn:.eRooo!
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Everyone loves a bargain!
Here are some fun finds for
under$100:

Black Student Unloa
Wben: 4:00pm
Wbere: Knights Court

Top Tunes
Most Played mp3's

Megan McSweeney was
awoken by her roommate
on the morning of the hurricane and was surprised at
the storm's severity.
"l hadn't expected Wilma to
hit us so bad and really wish
that I had prepared more."
Two days after the hurricane strUck South Florida,
McSweeney decided to go
home and soon found out
that there was no power
there due to a snow storm.
McSweeney was able to stay
with a friend in New Jersey,
and had a nice vacation. •

I. "My Humps"
-Black Eyed Peas
2 "Run It! (Remix)"
-Chris Brown
3 "Gold Digge(' (w/ J. Foxx)
-KanyeWest
4"HungUp"

-Madonna
5 "Stickwitu"
-The Pussycat Dolls
6 "Dance, Dance"
-FallOut Boy
7 "Photograph"
-Nickelback
8 "Jesus Walks"
-KanyeWest

This Steve Madden leather
round-toe shoes go for $90.
You can find them at stevemadden.com

This pair of square-framed
by
aviator
sunglasses
XOXO is only $42 on the
xoxo.com web site.

My Wilma Stocy

9 "Laffy Taffy"
-04L
.
I 0 "Sugar, We're Gain Dawn"

H
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"My money."

-FallOut Boy
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New DVD Release
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"Music."
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In the early 1990s, "Beavis and Butthead" aired on
MTV causing political controversy and enraged parents and teachers.
Now the show can be seen
on a 3-disc DVD set.
This DVD set features 40
hilarious episodes.
The DVDs are packed with
extras, including music videos, featurettes, a montage
sequence, special appearances, and interviews.
This set is a must-buy for
fans of the show.
Volume 2 of the collection
will be released in 2006. •

Many students have expressed concern and stress about
friends who may have a drinking or drug problem.
If you have experienced this and want to be a part of a
support group where you can get information on how
to help a friend, please contact Gail DeCina, Substance
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Specialist.
Stop in at the Counseling Center, phone 561-237-7468
or email at gdecina@lynn.edu.
All inquiries will be held in confidence. •

~ -·
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Luxury H - Inc.
7000 W. Palmetto Pk Rd •• Sun. t~
Boca Raton. Ftorida 33433
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(581) 3115-4385
Alt.-nate Fax. (581) 750·05,16
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My father unintentionally
saved my life during Hurricane Wilma.
He called me around 7:00
am to tell me that the storm
was about to hit this area.
He told me to get away from
any open windows, so I left
my bedroom and went to
my living room.
Ten minutes IIIler I heard a
crash from my bedroom and
found that my window that
sits over the bed had broken.
If l hadn't gotten that call I
would have been struck by
the glass.
After that, the storm was
a terrifYing experience for
me. When it ended, my
boyfriend and I went around
the neighborhood trying to
clean up some of the debris
and tree branches. We left
three days later for home in
Fort Myers.•

This fun couture form-titting blazer has a personal
embroidered message on
the back:

This jacket is a perfect gift
for the holidays and can be
found at customglamgirl.
com for$53.•
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Fashion Files
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Wilma Experience

That's Hot.
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Knights lo the Community
When: I :00 pm
Where: OSAConilmceRDml
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Everyone loves a bargain!
Here are some fun finds for
under$100:

Black Student Union
Whea: 4:00pm
Where: Knights Court

Top Tunes
Most Played mp3's

McSweeney was
awoken by her roommate
on the morning of the hurricane and was surprised at
the storm's severity.
"I hadn't expected Wilma to
hit us so bad and really wish
that I had prepared more."
Two days after the hurricane strUck South Florida,
McSweeney decided to go
home and soon found out
that then: was no power
there due to a snow storm.
McSweeney was able to stay
with a friend in New Jersey,
and had a nice vacation. •

I. "MyHwnps"
-Black Eyed Peas
2 "Run It! (Remix)"
-Chris Brown
3 "Gold Digger" (w/ J. Fo:u)
-Kanye West
4"HungUp"

-Madonna
5 "Stickwitu"

"Clothes."

-The Pussycat Dolls
6 "Dance, Dance"
-Fall Out Boy
7 "Photograph"
-Nickelback
8 "Jesus Walks"
-KanyeWest
9 "Laffy Taffy"

This pair of square-framed
by
aviator
sunglasses
XOXO is only $42 on the
xoxo.com web site.

My Wilma Stocy
H

-D4L
l 0 ''Sup-, We're Goin Down"

This Steve Madden leather
round-toe shoes go for $90.
You can find them at stevemadden.com
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"My money."

-FallOut Boy

Vidflix
New DVD Release
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In the early 1990s, "Beavis and B utthead" aired on
MTV causing political controversy and enraged parents and teachers.
Now the show can be seen
on a 3-disc DVD set.
This DVD set features 40
hilarious episodes.
The DVDs are packed with
extras, including music videos, featurettes, a montage
sequence, special appearances, and interviews.
This set is a must-buy for
fans of the show.
Volume 2 of the collection
will be released in 2006. •

Concened Friends Group Formlo&
Many students have expressed concern and stress about
friends who may have a drinking or drug problem.

ff you have experienced this and want to be a part of a
support group where you can get information on how
to help a friend, please contact Gail DeCina, Substance
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Specialist.
Stop in at the Counseling Center, phone 561-237-7468
or email at gdecina@lynn.edu.
All inquiries will be held in confidence. •

~
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My father unintentionally
saved my life during Hurricane Wilma.
He called me around 7:00
am to tell me that the storm
was about to hit this area.
He told me to get away from
any open windows, so I left
my bedroom and went to
my living room.
Ten minutes later I heard a
crash from my bedroom and
found that my window that
sits over the bed had broken.
If I hadn't gotten that call I
would have been strUck by
the glass.
After that, the storm was
a terrifying experience for
me. When it ended, my
boyfriend and I went around
the neighborhood trying to
clean up some of the debris
and tree branches. We left
three days later for home in
Fort Myers.•

This fun couture form-fitting blazer has a personal
embroidered message on
the back:

This jacket is a perfect gift
for the holidays and can be
found at custornglamgirl.
com for$53.•

Basketball Team SCC Favorite
Men's Team Chosen as Preseason Favorite
By Sara Quatrocky

Men's Soccer Scores Tournament Bid
lynn To Play In 2005 NCAA Tournament
By Sara Quatrocky

Second team All-SSC selection
James Cage returns with high expectations for his senior campaign,
as he was recently named Lynn's
first-ever preseason All-America by
Street & Smith Magazine.
Senior captain Marcus Hayes returns to the starting lineup after being the only Fighting Knight to start
all 35 games a year ago, capping off
his junior season as the Most Outstanding Player in the NCAA South
Region Tournament.
Looking to defend their SSC Championships, the Knights will tangle
with league rival Barry on Dec. I0
at 7:00 pm in the first conference
The NCAA men's soccer commitgame of the season. •
tee announced that Lynn will parAfter capturing the program's firstticipate in the 2005 NCAA Men's
ever Sunshine Slate Conference regSoccer Tournament next week.
ular season and tournament championships last season, the men's
The Knights, seeded second in the
basketball team has been chosen
South Region tournament, will play
as the preseason favorite to win the
Central Arkansas Friday today at
2005..()6 sse championship.
1:00pm.
The Knights, who advanced to the
NCAA Division II Elite Eight a season ago, received nine out of a possible 18 first-place votes.
"We are honored to be picked first
in the preseason poll and this is a
.direct reflection of the success we
enjoyed last season," Head Coach
Scott McMillin said, who returns
for his third season at the helm of
the Knights.
"However, we are vay aware that
we have a long, difficult road in
front of us and we look forward to
the upcoming season and the challenges that lie ahead."
Last season, the Knights posted a
29-6 overall record which proved
to be the most wins in program history. After clinching their league
titles, the Knights went on to claim
the NCAA South Region Championship and eventually advanced to
the national semifinals after knocking off No. I Findlay in the opening
round of the Elite Eight.
McMillin, the 2004-05 sse Coach
of the Year and NABC South Region Coach of the Year, returns five
players, including two slarters from
his national semifinal squad of a
year ago.

The Blue and White have faced
both opponents in the South Region, posting a 1-1 record against
the two teams. LU came back to
defeat UCA 2-1 on Sept. II .
Lynn lost to Saint Leo, 2-1 in over
time, on Oct. 22. The loss was the
third in program history to the Lions. If the Knights make it past the
Bears, they will be looking for redemption.

The winner will play host Saint
Leo in the regional final on Sunday.
The Knights, ranked eighth in the
nation, will be making their seventh The winner of the South Region
NCAA Tournament and 16th post- tournament hosts the victor of the
season appearance overall.
Southeast Region tournament, Sunday Nov. 20 in quarterfinal action.
"This is a great achievement for
Lynn University and its soccer The semifinals and championship
program," said head coach Shaun matches will be played December 2
l""'l...
oos..e6
- •S•SC
- Prelea
- -so
-n"!M
• e•n•,,.. Pendleton, the NCAA Division II and 4 at Midwestern State Univerall-time winningest men's soccer sity in Wichita Falls, TX. •
Buketbllll Poll
coach percentage-wise.
Points
School
39 (9)
Lynn
"Being the second seed is a nice
49 (:4)
Eckerd
way to end a long regular season.
59 (4) I think over the year we proved we
Tampa
74 (I) deserved to get in by playing a tough
Florida Southern
74 regional schedule. This is also a
Saint Leo
Barry
105
great opportunity for our players to
128
Rollins
right some of the wrongs that hap142
Florida Tech
pened late in the season."
149
Nova Southeastern

Girls & Sports

Question o t e Day

Calendar
OnCam us

What's

favorite class that

u 've taken at L

and wh ?

Team Rootberry Jugglen
When: 10:00am-2:00pm
Where: Courtyard
Yoga
When: 12:15 pm
Where: Aerobics Studio

Softball Team Celebration
When: 12:30 pm
Where: Cafeteria
Ultimate Frisbee
When: 4:00pm
Where: Intramural Field

"Pre-Primary Math and
Science. It was fun because
I got to interact with kids."
-Hannah Schaffer, Fn:shman

"Aviation history, because
it has to do with my major
which I love."
-Maggie Cuthbert, Sophomon:

"Psychology, because Dr.
Seifer was a great teacher."

"Art appreciation, because
I had a good teacher."

''Media and Society with MIS.
Ross. Sbc CIIOOIIIllgtld us to 0,.
bale issues of oor own <XXICCII1."
-Vanessa Ott, Sophomore

"Tntro to Psychology. I had Dr.
Seifer, who is really ootgoing and
cares a lot abrut his studenls."

-John Scripps, Sophomore

SGAMeeting
When: 7:00pm
Where: Green Center
Men's Basketball Game
When: 7:30pm
Where: Gym
Who: Palm Beach Atlantic
What: Season Opener

Support Group

Although drinking is illegal for students under 21,
some students still make the
choice to drink.

-Shawn Haldmiam, Fn:shman

When students learn to drive
they may take a driver's education course, but how do
students learn to drink?

On Knight Radio 96.1 FM
Sports Talk with Dan Green and Niquay Johnson

I. "My Humps"
-Black Eyed Peas
2 "Hung Up"
-Madonna
3 "Run It!" (w/ Juelz)
-Chris Brown
4 "Gold Digger'' (w/ J. Foxx)
-KanyeWest
5 "Stickwitu"
-The Pussycat Dolls
6 "Photograph"
-Nickelback
7 "Dance, Dance"
-Fall Out Boy
8 "Laffy Taffy"
-D4L
9 ''Sugm; We'reGoinDown"
-Fall Out Boy
10 "Jesus Walks"
-Kayne West

"The Man" and "N to the
r are both criminal justice
majors.

gdecina@lynn.edu.
The two hope the show will
make listeners aware of current sports topics.

Madagascar (PG)

The Sound of Music (G)

I

On-Campus Recruiter
Enterpnse Renk>Car

Ul - Vertigo 2005: Live
From Chicago (NR)
Stealth (PG-13)

In the future Green and
Johnson would like to invite
professional athletes and
music artists on the show to
do interviews and take calls
from listeners.

Dan "The Man" Green and
Niquay "N to the r' Johnson would like to invite all
Lynn students and faculty
to listen to their radio show,
Sports Talk, every Wednesday evening from 6:00 pm
to 7:00pm.

New DVD Releases
. Green Day- Bullet In a
Blble(NR)

lh \liL!J.Jo..) l11.1lh-,

If you have made the choice
to drink and would like to
share information or participate in a group, please con- This dynamic duo hosts a
tact Gail DeCina, Substance mock PTI (Pardon the InterAbuse Prevention and Treat- ruption) show in which they
ment Specialist.
take calls and discuss topics
Stop in to the counsel- such as football, basketball,
ing center or by phone baseball, hockey and hip
561-237-7468 or email hop music.
All inquiries will be held in
confidence. •

-Fabian Cornelli, Junior

IWf-1ed By Bribly llicDas

Drinking safely is of the utmost importance in order to
avoid the following consequences:
• Alcohol Poisoning
• Death and/or injury
• Suspended/revoked license
•Fines and Jailtime
• Academic probation
•Relationship troubles
•Many more

Most Played mp3's

Vidflix

On Campus
A Group For Those Who
Choose To Drink

Top Tunes

'-J§iu@a-11¥1
rent--

•

Today Enterprise Rent-aCar, the largest car rental
company in North America,
will be recruiting students
on campus for both full time
and internship positions.

Students must have resumes
approved prior to interviews
Green, 21, is a native of
by Kimberly Catalina, CaPittsburgh, PA who is aspirreer Advisor.
ing to become General Manager for his favorite team,
Contact
kcatalina@lynn.
the Pittsburgh Pirates.
edu or 561-237-7263 to be
Johnson,l9, was raised in included in the interview
schedule, or stop by the
Pembroke Pines, FL, and Hannifan Center for Career
would like to become a
Development & Internships
sports broadcaster covering
in Trinity Hall between 9:00
his favorite team, the Floriam and 4:00 pm. •
da Marlins.

Listeners can tune in to
Sports Talk every Wednesday night throughout the
school year, and Green and
Johnson invite students and
faculty to call in with their
questions and comments. •

Friends - The Complete
Tenth Season (NR)
The Skeleton Key (PG-13)

More Music
New CD Releases

Madonna
"Cooressimun a Dln:e Flooc"
Carrie Underwood
"Some Hearts"
Alanis Morissette
"The Collection"

Luaury Homee Inc.
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VoDeybaD. Team FaDs in sse Conference
Team Loses to Florida Southern, Rollins
B~

Sara Quatrock~

Softball Team Honored
Naiond ChanpionWp Celebction
8~

Chad Beattie

Lynn will hold its celebration for
the 2005 NCAA Division 11 National Championship softball team
today.

The Lynn volleyball team fell in
three-straight games to No. I 0 Florida Southern Friday in SSC action.
The Moccasins took the match with
scores of 30-28, 30-19 and 30-18 as
the finish the season sweep over the
Knights.
Junior Melissa Roberts led the
Knights' offensive attack with kills.
Senior Theresa Daniels also registered 7 kills in the losing effort.
Defensively, freshman libero Christie Schade finished with a team-high
12 digs in the back row.
Senior setter Jessica Woodby dished
up 25 assists, while also collecting
six digs.
At the net, junior Carissa Erath had
a game-high five blocks, while also
knocking down one kill.
Freshman Erin Lyngse added three
blocks and six kills for the Knights.
On Sunday the team fell in a fivegame match, losing to SSC foe Rollins College by the score of 3-2.
Senior Theresa Daniels led the team
in her final match of her career with
23 kills.
Taking game one by the score of
30-22, the Knights saw the match
evened up as the Tars won game
two by the score of30-23.
Battling back in the third set, Lynn
won 30-25 before the Tars put together back-to-back wins in game
four and five with scores of 30-23
and 15-10.
Daniels tallied her team-leading
14th double-double performance of
the season by adding 18 digs to her
stat line.

She will end her career with I ,218
total kills, finishing second in program history behind Michelle Newman with 1,227 kills.
With a career-high I 0 kills, senior
Kailen Gonzalez finished her career
with her highest single-match attack
percentage at .474 (10-3-26).
Senior Jessica Woodby dished up 63
assists. She also added eight digs in
the last match of her three-year career with the Knights.
Freshman Erin Lyngse finished the
game with 13 kills while notching
10-plus kills for the 15th time this
season.

The university will begin festivities
at 12:30 pm in the Student Center
Cafeteria where Athletic Director
John McCarthy will present the
Knights with their National Championship rings.
The softball team will then be recognized later in the evening at halftime of the men's basketball season
opener where they will play against
Palm Beach Atlantic.
The school will unveil the 2005
NCAA Division 11 National Championship banner during this halftime
event. Tonight's basketball game
will start at 7:30pm. •

Junior Deirdre Knobeloch also
knocked down double-digit kills for
the third time this season, finishing
with 10 in the match.

Close Up: Jackie Coctiga
A Team Player
B~ Mauricio Botero

Jackie Codiga is a 22-year-old Psychology major who hails from Seattle, Washington.
Codiga is a star player on the women's basketball team, and standing
at six feet tall, this senior proves
both versatile and intimidating on
the court.
Codiga's smooth shots and threepoint range make her a threat to the
opposition from any position on the
court.
Leadership and support are demonstrated by Codiga as she constantly
encouraging her teammates to play
hard and with intensity.
Codiga is proud of her accomplishments on the court. "My strengths
on the court are my shooting and
court awareness. I take pride in being a consistent shooter. Having
good court awareness has just come
with time and experience."
The experiences that Codiga has
with her teammates are something
that she is very grateful for. She says
that her teammates are there for her
"through the bad, good, happy, and
sad moments."

Defensively, the Knights were led
by freshman libero Christie Schade
who collected a game-high 28 digs
in the back row.
Junior Melissa Roberts had 13 digs
while junior Kelly Dankert finished
with a season-high 12 digs. •
Questions or Comments?
Do you have a question, opinion, or event that you would like
to be seen in the iPulse? E-mail:
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

"intrigued by his
teachings." •

Girls & Sports

''

It is in the shelter of
each other that the
people live.

-Irish p'IM:rb
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Internship Orlentadon
When: I :00 pm
Where: Amamick-Goldstein Concert Hall
What: Mandatory session
for all students taking internships during spring and/
or summer semester

Softball Celebration
2005 Team Awarded as National O,ampions

,

The memorial bench in honor of student-athlete Aivaras
Balzekas' memory will be
dedicated today at 4:00 pm.

Thanksgiving Dinner
When: 4:30pm - 7:00pm
Where: Cafeteria

Rumba Night •os
When: 7:00pm
Where: Courtyard
RHAMeedng
When: 8:00pm
Where: 2nd Floor classroom, Lynn Residence Hall

Mor1ol Kombat Shooln Monks
HI I ill \.11111111

In Honor dr ANoras Balzekas

!h 1,·1 1/ 1k I'

Alvaras Balzekas Memorial
When: 4:00pm
Where: Tennis Court
What: Memorial bench
dedication in honor of student-athlete

Sand Volleyball
When: 6:00pm
Where: Outdoor Volleyball
Court

Ian's Game Pick

Dedication Today

The blue bench with bronze
inscription is placed near
tennis court #I.

Division II National Championship softball team in the
cafeteria during lunch.

Mortal Kombat: Shaolin
Monks takes the series to an
action-adventure game.
Immediately players are
pulled into the game through
a cinematic performance of
battling characters.
New combos and deadly
weapons make finishing off
opponents a lot of fun.
The game gets a bit tedious
at times in its world shifts.
The best aspect of the game
is the c<K>p mode.
There are many extras, such
as secret characters, movies,
art, and a game.
This game is the creme de
al creme of

The dedication will include
a dedication benediction
given by Father Deveraux,
speeches given by tennis
athletes, the Lithuanian national anthem, Chinese appetizers, and items given out
in memory of Blazekas.

Athletic Director Johhn
McCarthy presented the
Knights with their National
Championship rings.
Staff, students, and fans
came out to support the
softball team and to congratulate the girls on all of
their hard wodc during the
2005 season. •

The Balzekas family will
receive a plaque with the
matching bench inscription:
Aivaras Balzekas
April 8. 1982 - O<:tober 10, 200S
Fo::ra: C<mpetilor. CaringT....,..,
Beloved Son and Dear Friend
You will be gmllly missed. •
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"A tin of Kodiak."

-Michael Ericlcson, Freslunan

"My teddy bear so I could
sleep at night."
-Frank Rich, Sophomore

"My Lilly Pulitzer bed
quilt."
-Vanessa Ott, Sophomore
R.parled Michoa/.Jocobs

Dl

-

~-

"My camera to save metllOrics."

"My family pictures for the

-Christie Bernard, Sophomore

-Frank Marceline, Senior

memories.•,

Editor: Jena Zakaty. St.«: Briuany Bi.a.lowa. Mouricio 8Ciri'O. Brett Glmtmnn. Do3vid Hururr, M~11acl Jaxlbs. hln Nllhoma. Vtety Posntr. M., Shmla. ElysiA Suthertani CaroUna Sumez. NK."'ie Wnlsh. F.Wiy Aa:hoilor: Myles L~wig

Reaching the quarterfinals for the
fourth time since 1996, the men's
soccer team will host Lander Uni·
versity in the NCAA Men's Soccer
Elite Eight on Saturday, Nov. I 9 at
noon.

200S.2006 Men's BasketbaU Roster
Pos.Ht. Cl.
No. Player
3 Danny Ryan
G 5-IOFr.
II Darnell Kirkwood GIF 6-5 Jr.
12 Evan Cohn
G 6-1 So. "This is a great opportunity for Lynn
The Knights are also I0-2 in home 13 James Cage
G 6-2 Sr. University and more importantly it's
openers, and last season they 20 Mark Mathew
a great opportunity for us to get to
F 6-6 Jr.
knotched a 96-50 victory over Puer- 21 Shae Pickney
GIF 6-4 So. be one of the final four teams," said
to Rico-Mayaguez.
23 Marcus Hayes
GIF 6-5 Sr. head coach Shaun Pendelton, whose
team won the 2003 NCAA Division
24 Andrew Smith
G 6-0 Jr.
James Cage was the was the leading 33 Sheldon Edwards F 6-4 Sr. II National Championship.
scorer in last year's season opener 34 Jasper McDuffus F 6-7 Jr.
with 24 points.
35 Hans Schur
F 6-7 So. "I think any team, regardless of
42 Chris Temple
F 6-7 Sr. sport, reaches a milestone once it
makes it as a final four team. For
Head Coach: Scott McMillin.
Assistant Coaches: Andy Pagan us we need to get through the final
hurdle, which will be a very difficult
and Zachary Walker.
Team Managen: Mark Mathew, game, but the good thing is we have
Robbie Sandler, Peter Gash, and a healthy squad and we're playing
at home."
Benhur Contreras. •
Out of the Gates
The men's basketball team is 11-1
all-time in season openeres, while
scoring a total of 957 total points.
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Pre-Season Pleasantries
The Knights were chosen was the
2005-2006 preseason favorites to
win the Sunshine State Conference.
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Second Team AII-SSC guard James
Cage and SSC All-Tournament
member Sheldon Edwards return
from the 2004-2005 championship
squad.
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Questloos or Comments?
Do you have a question, opinion, or event that you would like
to be seen in the iPulse? E-mail:
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

Lynn University's trip to the Elite
Eight included a 7-1 victory against
No. I 7 Central Arkansas, their worst
defeat in program history, and a 31 win against host No. 2 Saint Leo.
Senior midfielder Chris Knox tied
NCAA Tournament records for assists in a game.
The Knights boast eight players
with double-digit points and seven
players with four or more goals.
Headlining that list is Lee Paul
Scroggins, a unanimous First Team
All-Sunshine State Conference selection.

This will be the ninth meeting between the two teams. Lynn last
played Lander on Sept. 10, 1999,
defeating the Bearcats 4-1. Lander's only victory against Lynn came
in the 1990 NAIA Tournament.

Knights defense players Lee Porter,
Leon Jackson, Nano Short, Courtney Rimmer and David Benn have
shown they are up to the test against
Player of the Year players. The defensive unit held SSC Player/Offensive Player of the Year Asmire
Pervan and Freshman of the Year
Eusebio Montoya to only two shots
on net in second round match-up.

"Lander has had a difficult schedule
like us," Pendelton said. ''They've
played some big games and did
more than we had to do last week,
being a number three seed and winnig on the road. We know they have

The winner of this match will travel to Wichita Falls, Texas, to participate in the NCAA Tournament
Semifinals against the winner of the
Fort Lewis/Cal-State Dominguez
Hills game.•
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On Knight Radio Knightly News

On Campus

Yoca

OJ Angel Rocks The Radio

A StudemRun Broacloost

H' \ lidmcl Jacob,

lh

kna~u"

When: 11:1!! pm
Where: Aerobics Studio, Third
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Karate
When: 4:00pm
Wbere:AcrobicsStudio, Third
Floor, Lynn Residem1e Hall

a-n Colloquium MeetiD&
When: 5:30pm
Where: Perper Lounge,
First Floor Library

,. ·;:~rl-r£iAor

llunbae ~!qlpootGnql
When: 7:00pm
Where: EML 500

C..\..

Jessica Bernstein, aka DJ
Angel, hosts a music show
every Thunday night from
5:00 pm -7:30pm.

Java Jam
When: 8:00 pm
Where: Christine's
Who: Lorna Bracewell

Smoke-Out

"Live life to the fullest"

"Leave for the hurricane."

On Campus Event

-Sarlo Delmer, Freshman

-Maria Filippo, Senior

The

Lynn's Communications department has embarked on a
new venture with a studentrun news broadcast called
"Knightly News."

"Knightly News" will air
Bernstein enjoys playing on Lynn's closed-circuit TV
mostly rock music, includ- channel, as well as on Boca
ing both classic and current Raton Educational Televitracks. She also mixes her sion in Boca and Delray.
set up with a little bit of pop
and hip-hop.
"DJ Angel" plays music
trivia with Iistenen who call
in with answen.

lJS;;i ~-·-·

"Go to college."
-Inga Richter, Senior

When: 11:30 am- 1:00pm
Where: Cafeteria Lobby
What: Pick up a Quit Kit
Take a five question quiz
• and receive candy

Obtain educational materials
When: 2:00 pm- 3:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria
What: Movie: SeeM Smoldng
Featuring well-known acton, directon, and models
When: 3:00 pm- 4:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria
What: Speaker: Marcella
Capar of Floridians for
Youth Tobacco Education

"Don't let people take advantage of you."
-Chrisbna Campione, Senior

R.patferl8y ~lliaboao
Conc:emed Friends Group Formla&--

A number of students have expressed concern about
friends who may. have a drinking and/or other drug
problem. As a result of their friend's drinking and/or
drugging they have felt stress; this is known as sec:ond
hand effect of substance abuse.

If you have experienced this effect and want to be a
part of a support group where you can get ~~on
on how to help a friend, please contact Gail ~~
Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Specialist,
by either stopping in at the Counseling Center, or ph~
561-237-7468 or email at gdecina@lynn.edu. All mquiries will be held in confidence.

Bernstein is a 21-year-old
junior at Lynn from New
York City, and she is major- Jim Brosemer told the
ing in International Commu- iPulse that the fint show
nications with a Specializa- has just wrapped up, and
tion in Documentary Film. it features such stories as
She is interested in pursuing hurricane victims at Lynn,
a career in film and music.
displaced pets, Christine's,
profiles of foreign students,
This radio show is unique and of course, Lynn sports
because Angel plays a va- and weather.
riety of music which varies
according to her mood.
The ~ow is reported, recorded, written, and pro"DJ Angel" is also one of duced entirely by students,
the few female disc jockeys with the help of faculty adto host a show on Knight vison Denise Belafonte and
Radio.
Jim Brosemer.
When Bernstein listens to
the airwaves, she blasts hard
rock on the local stations.
"DJ Angel" would like to
say hello to her listenen and
friends.

The Communications students in this newscast are
memben of the National
Broadcast Society. •

Codiga put the Knights up by six in
the second half.
A IS-foot jumper by Osmer put the
Knights up 51-49. Lynn proceeded
to go on a 14-2 run to close out the
game and give itself a 12-point victory.

"I think we were nervous in the
The No. 10 Lynn men's basketball
team rolled past Palm Beach Atlantic in its season opener home game
by the score of I 0 1-65.
The Knights ( 1-0) had six players
score in double-digits as they shot
50.7 percent from the field. Junior
Jasper McDuffus led Lynn with 15
points, adding 14 rebounds for the
double-double.

"It felt good to finally play a game
· here at home in front of the fans
and it was a great atmosphere," said
McDuffus.
Junior Andrew Smith was tops on
the squad in scoring with 16 points
as he came off the bench.
Senior Sheldon Edwards finished
the night with 12 points and eight
rebounds. Senior Marcus Hayes finished out the first half with a jumper
in the paint

"My confidence level bas definitely
risen from my rookie year because
of the success we had as a team
la.St season. With this core
of
guys back from last year's team and
thenew players that Coach [McMillin1 brought in, we are learning to
play together still, so the best is yet
to come," Schur said.
·

group

Hayes finished the game witti IS
points and 7 rebounds, while shooting 6-of-11 from the field. Junior
James Cage, the Knights' Preseason
All-America selection, had IS
points while dishing out five assists
and grabbing three rebounds.
"This was a very tough game for the
first game of the season," said head
"A lot of people stepped up tonight coach Pam DeCosta, who improves
and we started seeing the chemistry . to 2-1 on opening night.
that we could make as a team. We
still have some work to do heading "These ki9s can practice all day
into our tournament this weekend long but the game is a little differbecause we need to cut down on ent story when the lights come on.
our turnovers and work harder on We got down by a couple of buckets
the boards," Cage said.
but our girls were mentally tough to

Coming out of the locker room with
a 46-26 first half lead, ttie Knights The Knights will return to action this
quickly pushed the lead to 26 points weekend as they will host the Pepsi
in the first five minutes of tlie sec- Tip-Off Classic at horne. Lynn will
ond period. Smith knocked down a first battle with Puerto Rico-Cayey
3-point bucket to extend the score at ':30 pm. on Friday and will finish up with North Carolina Central
to 77-39.
at 7:30pm on Saturday~•
Junior Evan Cohn gave LyM its
biggest lead of the game on a basket from the 3-point arch, pushing
the score to 82-42. Cohn finished
the game with three assists and two
steals, while connecting on two
free-throws ending the game with S
points.
Sophomore Hans Schur had a career night as he knocked down 12
points and brought down a careerhigh seven boards and dished out
two assists.
Questloas or Comments?
Do you have a question, opinion,
or event that you would like to
be seen in the iPulse? E-mail:
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

begiMing, but we played here last
year, we knew the atmosphere, and
we just toughed it out," said Osmer, who finished with 17 points, 7
For the second consecutive year, boards and 3 blocks while attemptthe Lynn women's basketball team ing a team-high I 0 free-throws.
opened its season with a win.
"I knew .if my team or I went aggressive to the net that the referees
The Blue and White defeated Flor- would call it. I worked on my freeida Memorial 63-51 behind solid throws all summer and even though
offensive performances from Jackie I missed some, I hit them when we
Codiga and Megan Osmer. The needed them most."
duo combined for 35 points, 16
rebounds and three blocks while Codiga grabbed 18 points and nine
Allegra Armstrong tied her career- boards while newcomer Krystal
high for rebounds with 13.
Perry grabbed nine boards. Lisa

come back, run their offense and

execute."
The Knights played from behind
until 13 minutes .remained in the
first half when four ties and eight
lead chlinges ensued over the next
eight minutes.
Lynn built a 4 point lead with Makina Waye'sjump shot. Osmer hit her
first career three-point shot and
Codiga hit one of two free throws
as time expired to put LU up by 4
going into the half.

Sykora also chipped in I 0 points
on 6-of-6 shooting from the line.
Marissa Davenport led the Fighting
Lions with II points. The Knights
held the Lions to 31.7% shooting
from the ftoor and only I 0.5% from
three-point range.
Lynn hosts Puerto Rico-Cayey in its
home opener on Saturday, Nov. 19
at 5:30pm.•

''

The wisest mind
has aomet:bing~

to learn.

-<llmF SanlaJIIna
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Things I Can't Live Without

Ready to Rumba
OLASEventA

Reported By '\1wk \\"bh

B\ kru Luwrn

TOEFL Examiaation
When: 9:00 am
Where: Second Floor, International Center
Pool Tournament
When: 5:00pm
Where: Knights Cowt
Nothing But Klezmer
When: 5:30 pm
Where: Amamick-Goldstein Theater, Int'l Building
What: Concert
Saturday
Men's Soccer Finals
When: 12:00 pm
Who: Lander University

The Organization of Latin
American Students (OLAS)
held its first major event
Wednesday night.

Lynn Chamber Orchestra

Students and faculty came
out to support tbc organization and to dance the night
away.

When: 5:30pm
Where: Amamick-Goldstein Theater, Int'l Building
Women's Buketball
When: 5:30pm
Where: Gym
Who: Puerto Ric:o-Cayey

Prizes were awarded for
best dancing in the following categories:
Best Salsa Dancers
Best Merenp Dancers
Couple Wrth The Best Moves
Best Overall Dancing Couple
Best Latin "Wamlabe" Couple

Men's Basketball
When: 7:30pm
Where: Gym
Who: Puerto Rii:o-Cayey

The event took place in the
festively decorated Student
Center Courtyard.

Media &hedule
On Campus
Knightly News
A Student News Broadcast
When: 12:00 pm

The night was a success, and

all of those who attended
are "ready to rumba" again
at the next OLAS event •

Support Group

"Food, because it's good."

On Campus

"Beer, to help me relax."

Science Students Showcased

An Alcoholics Anonymous
group is DOW forming OD
campus.

Students Speak At American Chemical Society

Students that are interested
in participating in this student-run group should contact Gail DcCina, Substance
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Specialist

1

Students, along with Head rgraduate Infared SpectrosStop in at the Counseling of Science Department Dr. copy Research at the Lynn
Center, calling 237-7468, Khalique Ahmed, presented University" and "Difference
ore-mailing gdecina@lynn, their research at the South Attenuated Total Reflection
Florida section of the Amer- Spectroscopy of Onion Vaedu.
ican Chemical Society last rieties."
Saturday.
All inquiThe poster forms of the preries will be
Their presentations were sentations are available for
held in con"Highlights of Recent Und- viewing in ASSAF 110. •
fidence.•

Esther~~
Sal- and Rental•

LuJ&ury Horn.. Inc..
7 000 W. Palmetto PK Ftd., Suite 109

Boca Ralon. Florida 33433
. ........... (581 ) 388~1800
Cell (.581) 855·8:J32.
Fax (58 1) 385-4385
Alt.emate F•x (581) 750-Q516

tJ1

-

1l!!im

Injuries and setbacks are a thing of
the past while hope and high expectations arc in place for the 2005-06
Lynn University women's basketball team.
The Knights return their entire team,
including two injured players, and
welcome three new additions.
A year after winning the most games
since 2001-02, equaling the amount
ofwins the past two years combined
and winning the second most sse
games in program history, this is a
team that can only improve.

"'lbe kids who finished out the season were incredible and they gained
a tremendous amount of experience
that we hope will carry over into Alexandra,
this season.
or
Alex,
Acosta is a
19-ycar-old
Miami nativewhohas
been playing sports
for years.

Lest opponents forget the Blue and
White played a significant amount
ofgames with only six healthy players and lost six games by I0 points
or less.
The Knights played only three
games with their full roster, going Now, having the number of players
2-1, and eight games with their top- we do and getting two of our playtwo scorers, going 6-2.
ers back from injury, we can go as
far as we want to go and there arc
With a full arsenal at their dispos- no more excuses for us.
al the Knights will be kings of the
round table this season.
Our expectations are high and everyone left last season with the same
"After finishing last season the way thoughts: getting stronger, getting
we did, in such a limited capacity, better and coming back to show evto us it was a success," said head eryone what should have been.
coach Pam DeCosta, who is 17-38
in two seasons.
We have a lot of kids that are coming back that are better players and
we're anxious to get back on the
ftoor."•

Acosta loves
being a part
of a winning team, and that is exactly what she is a part of. Acosta is
on the Lynn softball team, who was
recently honored for its championship in a ceremony at lunch.

Acosta feels that her positive attitude has been a trey to her success
both on the field and off.

On the field sbe believes thar her
defense is what helps her to be a
great, well-rounded player.
As for weaknesses on the field,
Acosta says they are "non-existent."

After her first year of collegiate
game play, Acosta believes the most
important thing is to repeat the National Championship title that the
softball team has earned.

The Lynn softball team is the 2005 Acosta believes that athletes are
NCAA Division II National Cham- · considered inftuential individuals
on campus. "I think people on campionsbip team.
pus respect all athletes because they
By combining seriousness and a understand how difficult it is to balgreat sense of humor, Acosta is able ance athletics and academics," said
to be successful in her leadership Acosta.
role on the team.
Acosta is a Criminal Justice major
Acosta is the team's shortstop and who is continuing her academic and
the guide of the infield, and often athletic career here at Lynn. She is
you will see her in the field with a training hard now and getting ready
for the upcoming softball season. •
smile on her face.

1
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What's on your holiday wish list?

[On Campus

Topl\.mes
Most Played mp3's

Georp Bl'alldlu:r, Senior
Oa Campaalatenlew
Whea: 9:00 am • 4:00 pm
Where: Haonifan Center
Who: Jefferson Pilot

1. ''Rim It!" (w/Juclz)
-Chris Brown
2 "Hung Up"
-Madonna
3 "My Humps"
-Black Eyed Peas
4 "Photograph"
-Nickelback
s ''When rm Gone"
-Eminem
6 '~I'MairChilmlllsYai'

Yoga
Whea: 12:1S pm
Where: Aerobics Studio
Career Worklbop
Whea: ll:OOam-12:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Raunc&:CcM:r l..etlas

-Mariah Carey

Ultimate Friabee
Whea: 4:00pm
Where: Intramural Field

Tommy Tickenoff, Senior

Texu Hold'em ToiU'IIalllellt

7 "Stickwitu"
•The Pussycat Dolls
8 "Gold Digger" w/ J. Foxx
-KanyeWest
9 "Laffy Taffy"

-D4L
1.0 "DDIIce, DIIDCe"

Whea: 7:00pm
Where: Knighta' Court
Boaus: VIdeo iPod prize
Sign Up: Student Activities

-Fall Out Boy

Vidflix

Alcohol Abuse

New DVD Releases
Number One On the List:
Pluma Screen 1V

Effects of the Drug
Poalble Flnt-Haad Elleeta
•Missing classes
•Doing something you
•Forgetting where you were
•Destroying property
•Having UDplaunedlunprotected sex
•seing hurt or injured
• Alcohol poisoning
·Death due to druaJc driving
• Arrest due to DUVDWI

resm Aspirations and Inspimtions

•Babysitting a drunk friend
•Disruption of studies/sleep
•Destruction of your property
•sexual or physical pssault
•Insults and ar:pments •

A Student Profile of Virginia Couch

On Compus

lh 'tcolc \\JI,h

After graduating, Couch desires to pursue a career in

ADD*aAimynlaMdlg

Mr. & Mrs. Smith (P<H3)
Marcb of the Penplaa (G)
Sky High (PG)

· In response to express stu- Deuce Blplow: European
dent interest, an Alcoholics Glgolo(R)
When Cow:h gets a break Anonymous group will be
from her studies, she IIav· forming on campus.
eta. Last summer she took
New CD Releases
a three-week trip to Kenya, All students
Africa. There she toured interested
with groups of other Ameri- in particiin
cans into the wilderness to pating
meet with local tribes and to this student
run group,
learn about their culture.
please contact Gail DeCina,
In Kenya Couch helped Substance Abuse Prevention
build schools for the chil- and Treatment Specialist
dren. She ssid that this trip
taught her not to take any- Stop in at the Coun- Sbaldra
thing for granted, and she seling Center,
phone "Oral Fixation vol. 2"
learned this from the na- S61-237-7468, or email
Dave Matthews Band
tives who were extremely gdecina@lynn.edu.
"Weekend On The Rocks"
appreciative of everything
that Couch and the group All inquiries will be held in INXS
she was with did for their confidence. •
"Switch"
homes and village.
Eather ~~g: Ul
~2L
s.at.. .nd l:t""liill•
Couch ssid, "I now know
--=:::::-rL~..l
how the littlest thinp I can
:;:. ===~d., s~•te 109
3
do for others can make the
bigpst difference in their
~:! :::~~ ;~_::
lives, and rn never forget
that."•
- - lf)Oil-*lllao!o-io.dlo.......... iplloo@bamiODJt.aot
fashion design.

More Music

Vuginia Couch is a 19year-old transfer student
from Houston College in
Houston, Texas. Couch is
a Business Administration
major with a specialization
in Fashion Management.

Couch is interested in all aspoets ofthe fashion industry,
although her favorite aspect
ia desian. Couch believes
that in fashion design, designen are able to express
and share their individual
creativity.
--~-llrillaoyB.._

Support Group
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Daniels Awanled

sse & AIJ.South Region
By Sam QuatrocJ.-y

Men's Soccer Advances to NCAA Semifinals
Team Overpowers Lander and Wins 8-0
By Ch:ld &.lttie
his free kick in the 49th minute bent
around a four man wall25-yards out
to the far post. That goal gave the
junior midfielder six for the NCAA
Tournament, tying the record held
by Nimrod Dreyfuss and Andrew
Ziemer.
"It was nice to get the penalty kick
and then go up 2-0," said Scroggins.
''The boys played well, we created
a lot of chances and we were especially solid in the back."

....._
Lynn senior Theresa Daniels was
named First Team All-Sunshine
State Conference and Second Team
All-South Region this week representing the Knights volleyball

In the 57th minute, Young turned
around his defender with one-touch
and fired a shot under the arm of
Ryan Peck for the goal.

The outside hitter is just the seventh
player in program history be listed
among the Ali-SSC honorees and
she's the first to earn a spot on the Two goals in the first 15 minutes
first team. Daniels is also the first- set the tone for a long day as Lynn's
ever All-Region selection in Lynn men's soccer team overpowered
volleyball history.
Lander 8-0 in the NCAA Division
[[ Quarterfinals on Saturday afterThe Sunrise, Fla. native finished noon.
the season leading the sse in kills
per game, spiking 4.51 per contest. Seven different members of the Blue
Daniels had 397 total kills in her and White scored, while Lee Paul
senior season, finishing with 1,218 Scroggins tied an NCAA record for
in her four-year career which places goals in a tournament with six. Lynn
her second on in Lynn history.
will face the winner of the Cal-State
Dominguez Hills/Fort Lewis match
"These are great honors for The- in Wichita Falls, Texas.
resa and our program," head coach
Ginny Kelly said. "Theresa worked "We've had a difficult season with
very hard to elevate her individual hurricanes and injuries and these
game this year and her hard work boys have gone through a lot," said
paid off. I hope these are the first head coach Shaun Pendleton.
of many honors to come to this program."
"But once we have our main squad
put together, we're a pretty good
The Knights completed their sec- team. [.•. ] We're just very thankful
ond season with Kelly at the helm to represent Lynn University and
as they finished I0-13 overall and the Sunshine State Conference in
5-9 in the sse .•
the final four."

Qaestloas or COIIIDICIIls?
Do you have a question, opinion, or event that you would like
to be seen in the iPulse? E-mail:
ipulse@lynnunivcrsity.net
At Tbe MoviesAll Lynn students can get into
the Mimer Park. movie theaters
for half price by showing their
student 10 on
That's
$3.50 for
showing!

The Freshman Alessandro Salvatore
from Austin, Texas scored his first
The Knights came out of the gates goal in the 87th minute, heading in
very aggressive, with Carl Wallace a ball from Carl Wallace. Hiroshi
notching their first goal just eight Ando completed the scoring for the
Fighting Knights with 38 seconds
and a half minutes into the game.
remaining, heading in a pass from
Seven minutes later Young set up Kenneth Viquez on the back post.
the Knights second goal, making
his way into the Lander 18-yard Lynn outshot Lander 274 and won
box and getting fouled by one of the the comer kick battle 8-4. Kevin
Bearcats defenders to give his team Street and Liam Bull combined on
a penalty kick. Scroggins' shot into the Knights seventh shutout of the
the lower left comer was no match season, also notching three saves.
for Baum who down to the right Daum recorded one save in the first
balf while Peck notched seven in
side.
the second half. •
Lee Porter's shot to the upper right
comer on the ensuing PK put Lynn
up 3-0.
The Knights defensive unit of Porter, Nano Short, Leon Jackson,
Courtney Rimmer and David Benn
held the Bearcats to only three shots
on goal for the game.
Scroggins put Lynn up 5-0 when

Girls & Sports

Calendar
On Campus
On-Campus Interview
When: 9:00am-4:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
Who: Four Seasons Resort
Contact: kcatalina@lyrnedu

SPECIAL EDmON: ACADEMIC ADVENTURE DAY
HONtEYL.OVE

Teacher of the Year Visit
When: 4:00pm
Where: A. G. Concert Hall
Who: Kerri Walukiewicz
Sand VoUeybaU
When: 6:00pm
Where: Outdoor Court
Comedian Tim Young
Wben: 7:00pm
Wbere: Knights Court

Academic Adventure
Special Event
Today FYE classes are participating in a special Adacemic Adventure day.
Everyone is welcome to
join the adventure today in
the cafeteria. There will be
contests and Central American/Caribbean food.
Student-created posters will
be judged today, and prizes
will be awarded on the Academic Adventure 2006 trip
in January.•

,,,

Edllw: Jea.o Z&mly. lbftl: Briaany Bialowas. Mauricio Bolero. Brect Olanman, David Hwuer. Mil.ilacl Jacobs, 1on N*anm. VICky Posner. Mm. Slmncl. Elysb. Sutherland, C.OOna. Suarez. Nicole Walsh. Flnky Ad \'liar: Myles LudwiJ

"I know my job on this team is to
play defense and[ ... ] grab rebounds
on the defensive and offensive end
of the floor," Temple said.

A supreme defensive effort by the
Lynn women's basketball team
earned the Knights an 87-37 victory
against Puerto-Rico Cayey last Saturday. LU opened the season 2-0
for the second consecutive year.
"Defense is something that we live
by and tonight our defense was
ok," said head coach Pam DeCosta,
whose team forced 46 turnovers.
"This team is learning to be mentally tough and finish what they
started."
Osmer and Williams combined for
12 points during the run. Osmer led
all scorers with 21 points and 17 rebounds.
Senior guard Makina Waye finished
the half 6-of-6 from the field for 13
points.
"I just went out there and tried to
have some fun tonight," Waye said.
Lynn held Puerto Rico to 22.7% for
the game. Jade Williams led the
team with nine second half points
as the freshman point guard rebounded from a tough first game to
drop a career-high 17 points.
Jackie Codiga finished 6-of-15
from the field for 14 points and six
rebounds.•

Senior Sheldon Edwards' doubledouble helped lift the No. 10 Lynn
men's basketball team to an 88-56
victory on Nov. 18 in the opening
game of the Pepsi Tip-Off Classic.
The Knights got 16pointsand lOrebounds from Edwards as he notches
double-figure points for the secondstraight contest.
"We did okay tonight in the win, but
we still have to work on our chemistry as a team," Edwards said. "We
still have to focus on getting better
because we have some tough games
in the near future."
Junior Jasper McDuffus got his second consecutive double-double with
I 0 points and I 0 rebounds. Senior
Marcus Hayes scored 17 points and
7 assists. Evan Cohn finished with
2 points and 6 assists. Senior Chris
Temple finished with eight points
and a game-high II rebounds.

Questions or Comments?
Do you have a question, opin-

ion, or event that you would like
to be seen in the iPulse? E-mail:
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net
E~;~ta.
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Schur gave the Knights their largest
lead of the night with eight minutes
remaining to play, at 55-47. In a
game that saw eight ties and eight
lead changes, the Knights took control the rest of the way.

The Knights jumped out to a quick
9-0 lead in the first four minutes of
the game, not allowing PR-Cayey Cohn chipped in with 8 points in
the victory and dished out 7 assists,
to score until the 15:45 mark.
while also taking away 2 steals. SeAfter halftime, the Knights extend- nior Chris Temple grabbed 4 boards
ed the lead to 49-27. Hans Schur and added 2 points.
scored 8 points in the final period
and James Cage scored 12 points, Lynn dropped its first game of the
grabbed 5 boards, 4 assists, and 3 season last Wednesday as Arkansas-Monticello Weevils won their
steals.
first game of the year by the score
Sophomore Hans Schur rallied the of74-61.
No. 10 Lynn University men's basketball team to a 72-61 victory over The Knights shot just 40.4 percent
North Carolina Central in the final from the floor, their lowest output
game of the Pepsi Tip-Off Classic of the season. Senior Marcus Hayes
led the Knights with 14 points and
on Saturday.
added a game-high 4 steals in the
Schur scored 8 ofhis 13 points in the defensive effort.
second half. For the third-straight
game the Knights shot over 50 per- The Weevils took a 32-25 lead into
centage from the floor, finishing the the lockerroom.
game with a 50.9 percentage.
the Knights tied up the score for
"I know that I need to step up, es- the first time in the second half by
pecially with our injury situation break buckets by sophomore Evan
(James Cage), and I think that not Cohn and Schur. The Knights never
just myself, but many others came took the lead in the game.
up with some big plays down the
stretch," Schur said
· Schur knocked doWn 12 points in
·
the loss for his fourth-straight game
Senior Marcus Hayes led all scor- in double-figures, adding 3 reers with 23 points, 7 assists, 6 re- bounds and 2 steals. He shot 5-of-7
bounds, and 2 steals. Senior Shel- from the field, for a team-high 69
don Edwards and junior Andrew percent shooting this season. •
Smith each finished the game with
II points.
Sophomore Evan Cohn gave the
Knights the 24-22 advantage with
five minutes to go until the break.

